Contrast agent specific imaging modes for the ultrasonic assessment of parenchymal cerebral echo contrast enhancement.
Previous work has demonstrated that cerebral echo contrast enhancement can be assessed by means of transcranial ultrasound using transient response second harmonic imaging (HI). The current study was designed to explore possible advantages of two new contrast agent specific imaging modes, contrast burst imaging (CBI) and time variance imaging (TVI), that are based on the detection of destruction or splitting of microbubbles caused by ultrasound in comparison with contrast harmonic imaging (CHI), which is a broadband phase-inversion-based implementation of HI. Nine healthy individuals with adequate acoustic temporal bone windows were included in the study. Contrast harmonic imaging, CBI, and TVI examinations were performed in an axial diencephalic plane of section after an intravenous bolus injection of 4 g galactose-based microbubble suspension in a concentration of 400 mg/mL. Using time-intensity curves, peak intensities and times-to peak-intensity (TPIs) were calculated off-line in anterior and posterior parts of the thalamus, in the region of the lentiform nucleus, and in the white matter. The potential of the different techniques to visualize cerebral contrast enhancement in different brain areas was compared. All techniques produced accurate cerebral contrast enhancement in the majority of investigated brain areas. Contrast harmonic imaging visualized signal increase in 28 of 36 regions of interest (ROIs). In comparison, TVI and CBI examinations were successful in 32 and 35 investigations, respectively. In CHI examinations, contrast enhancement was most difficult to visualize in posterior parts of the thalamus (6 of 9) and the lentiform nucleus (6 of 9). In TVI examinations, anterior parts of the thalamus showed signal increase in only 6 of 9 examinations. For all investigated imaging modes, PIs and TPIs in different ROIs did not differ significantly, except that TVI demonstrated significantly higher PIs in the lentiform nucleus as compared with the thalamus and the white matter (P < 0.05). The current study demonstrates for the first time that CBI and TVI represent new ultrasonic tools that allow noninvasive assessment of focal cerebral contrast enhancement and that CBI and TVI improve diagnostic sensitivity as compared with CHI.